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Application of Tiebout model to firms remains unclear in previous studies. Although 
some research has been devoted to the firm relocation and Tiebout-model separately, 
rather less attention has been specifically paid to the spatial mobility of firms in 
Tiebout-model. This dissertation examines whether Tiebout-model can be applied to 
firms or not. The author uses spatial margins to profitability model as intermediate 
tool to derive the firm’s spatial mobility pattern on a Tiebout-model graph for the 
firm. In this study, graphical analysis reveals that household and firm have the same 
spatial mobility pattern in Tiebout-model to sustain their maximum utility or profit 
level. Thus, this thesis confirms that application of Tiebout-model to firm is possible, 
yet restrictions and assumptions should be borne in mind. The analysis also revealed 
the significance of moving costs. For further research investigating the effect of 
moving costs as well as transaction costs would contribute to a better understanding 








Tiebout-model’s objective was to think of a way to achieve efficient public-goods 
provision and to characterize the specific conditions under which it can work. Tiebout 
assumed that households choose where to reside only by taking into account of their 
utility level. According to Tiebout (1956) the utility of the households is only given 
by the difference between the benefits from public services they enjoy and tax burden 
they will bear. If there are many autonomous communities, each with a unique bundle 
of tax-service package, individuals will select to locate in the one that gives them the 
highest utility. In essence, individuals “shop”, move, between communities and “buy” 
the best tax-service bundle for them (Fischel, 1992). “Thus, spatial mobility provides 
the local public-goods counterpart to the private market’s shopping trip” (Tiebout 
1956). This analogy with private markets is important because Tiebout-model avoids 
the preference revelation problem in public good provision and hypothesizes that 
individual’s preference is revealed by his mobility pattern between locations and by 
his decision where to reside (Cowen, 1992).  
Inherently, moving between communities avoid the free-rider problem because 
household could get the utility from the unique services of a particular community 
only if he resides there. He can only use the bundles of services if he lives in that 
community and pays the taxes he is subject to. According to Tiebout, if a change 
happens and individual does not like the tax-service bundle in his current location and 
maximum utility is only attainable at another location, he will move there. Therefore, 
moving between communities will function as a revealing tool of the individual’s 
preference of public goods in the same way that price functions as a revealing tool of 
the individual’s preference for a private good in the market.  
Tiebout (1956) credits nearly 11,500 citations, ranking among the most cited articles 
in economics. By comparison, the works related to Tiebout’s paper, Samuelson 
(1954) credits fewer than 6,000, while Musgrave (1959) owns around 5,000 citations 
(Singleton, 2015). While the main interest of these papers is contributing to public 
economics and specifically the problem of optimal equilibrium of allocation of public 
goods, this thesis instead only focuses only on the essence of Tiebout-model: Spatial 
mobility1 is tool to solve an economic problem.  
Tiebout (1956) applies the model only on the one type of the economic agent: the 
household. Movement of firms has not been investigated in the original Tiebout-
model. This thesis aims to fill this gap of the original paper and asks whether Tiebout 
model can also be applied to firms or not.  
 
 
                                                         1 In this thesis, terms spatial mobility, relocation, moving, movement and migration are used interchangeably, all are meaning of a move from one location to another. 
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Firms tend to stay in their location for all their life whereas economic environment is 
always dynamic. There are never-ending changes in markets, preferences of 
consumers, environmental regulations and technological processes. Therefore, it 
should be that firm’s profit level is constantly changing. Thus, firms find themselves 
in a constant process of adjusting to new situations. If firms do not or cannot adapt to 
new advantages or disadvantages, it is less likely that they survive (Cowling and Lee, 
2014). Instead of any other adjusting strategy, as Tiebout-model uses spatial mobility 
for households; thesis uses spatial mobility as only tool to solve the firm’s problem to 
adjust changes in its environment. 
 
This thesis founds its arguments on the fact that firm’s main motivation to adjust 
changes in its environment, thus motivation to relocate, is so sustain to maximum 
profits2. This is an exact analogy to the rationale of household’s relocation decision in 
the original paper –household relocates to sustain their maximum utility. Thus, the 
hypothesis of the thesis as follows: Every time a positive difference occurs in the 
profit level (revenue-costs) between firm’s current location and other locations, 
rather than applying other strategies, it will move to the new maximum profit 
location. To achieve profit maximization, this thesis finds that firm follows the cost-
minimization strategy. The main aim of this paper is to investigate the movement 
pattern of the firm relocation decision under this hypothesis and check its 
applicability to Tiebout-model.  
 
To answer the main research task and hypothesis, this thesis will pursue five sub-
questions: 1) What is the movement pattern of households in Tiebout-model? 2) What 
conditions may motivate or force firms to decide to change their location? 3) Which 
models can be used as an intermediate tool to introduce firm relocation decision on 
Tiebout-model? 4) What is the moving pattern of the firm? 5) Are moving patterns of 
the firm and household in Tiebout-model the same? 
 
This thesis combines Smith (1966)’s spatial margins to profitability model with 
Tiebout-model to show the changes in firm’s environment and its spatial mobility 
reaction. From the author’s point of view spatial margins to profitability model is a 
good tool to introduce the dynamism of the firm’s continuous maximum profit 
location change in the simplest way. This model is also a good base to introduce a 
wider set of determinants of firm relocation easily. This study, to my knowledge, thus 
will be the first one that gives theoretical explanatory analysis on the firm’s 
relocation decision in the light of Tiebout’s original paper by using the spatial 
margins to profitability model.3 
 
                                                          3 Oddou (2015) discussed the firm relocation purely in the Tiebout-world, but he did it only considering the tax and expenditure patterns. Discussions in this thesis are more diverse and multidisciplinary 
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In the previous research, firms in Tiebout-model have been discussed (McGuire 1983; 
White, 1986; Oddou, 2015) but these discussions rather focus on general equilibrium 
of firm locations under governmental tax incentives. They lack focus on the firm 
itself. Relocation decision of a firm concerns several factors including government 
incentive packages, but determinants of firm relocation may go beyond the influence 
of these incentives (Carlsen, Langset, and Rattso, 2005; Deller, Conroy and 
Tsvetkova 2015). Different analytic approaches suggest different determinants to 
firm’s location choice. Neoclassical approach considers production factors and their 
costs as main determinants that affect the relocation of firms (Alkay, 2010). 
Institutional approach emphasizes the role of government and fiscal policy as well as 
the bargaining power of large firms with them. Neoclassical and institutional factors 
give out complementary conclusions. (Dijk and Pellenbarg, 2000) Behavioral 
approach suggests rather difficult to quantify factors, such as risk and uncertainity, 
imperfect information and decision maker’s bounded reality. (Brouer, Mariotti and 
Van Omeren, 2004) Investigating only the effects of governmental incentives on firm 
relocation decision provides the reader rather a narrow opinion on firm’s relocation 
behavior. This thesis follows a wider approach to firm relocation decision and collects 
arguments from different perspectives. To author’s knowledge, such diverse 
background has not been discussed in the previous research before. This thesis 
attributes to the firm relocation literature by putting the managerial and economical 
aspects of the firm theory together in one model. Thus, the contribution of the thesis 
to literature is twofold. First fold contributes to the firm relocation studies and second 
fold contributes to the firm’s mobility behavior in Tiebout-model.  
 
There have been many studies that focus on firm location but there have been few 
studies that focus on firm relocation. A curios follower of economics studies might 
argue that there is plenty of firm relocation research. Yet, big number of these studies 
focuses on branching or foreign direct investments rather than relocation itself (Sass 
and Hunya, 2014, Pedersini 2016). Event though FDI and branching studies are 
similar to the relocation phenomena, they are not exactly the same: they do not 
include complete movement of one, some or all activities of a firm from one location 
to another (Pedersini, 2016).  FDI is rather extensions of activities at other locations.4 
Thus, there is not much research on firm relocation that focus on complete transfer of 
firm’s activities from one place to another. This thesis also aims to fill this gap. To 
author’s knowledge such diverse theoretical explanation to firm relocation has not 
been given in any study before. 
 
This study shows that Tiebout-model is applicable to firm relocation decision, yet it is 
very sensitive to restriction and assumptions. The analysis of this thesis finds that 
firms always tend to move locations which offer least-costs however they have to 
consider the significant moving costs. If the perfect information assumption, the core                                                         4 However, some aspects of the offshoring include relocation of the firm (Roza, Bosch and Volberda, 2011). Thus, aspects of offshoring, which are related with relocation, are also in the scope of this thesis. 
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of the competitive market, holds true the firm is able to compute all the moving costs. 
Only under perfect information condition, firms can compare the monetary benefits of 
moving to lower-cost location and the costs of moving, then could exactly decide 
either moving or staying at the current station is more profitable. If perfect 
information assumption does not hold and if the firm behaves with other motives than 
profit maximization, the application of Tiebout-model to firm relocation is not 
possible. 
 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the Tiebout-model in 
detail. Section 3 gives an overview of the literature on the firm relocation reveals the 
foundations of the model of the thesis. Section 4 explains the model of the thesis and 
graphically analyses the firm movement pattern. It also explains what arguments are 
delineated in the scope of the thesis. Section 5 concludes the findings of the thesis and 
makes suggestions for further research. 
 
2. Tiebout-model  
 
Tiebout-model of competition is an important and controversial one in economics 
(Teske et.al., 1993) In a Tiebout-world, economic activities are formed between three 
types of economic agents: an autonomous government of a community, households 
and firms. Thus a region would like to host the optimal number of households and 
firms to achieve a desired level of wealth. Therefore, an administration has to offer 
attractive opportunities to economic agents. On the other hand, if a locality realizes 
that it has more than the optimal number of economic agents and diseconomies are 
arising, then it will introduce tools to scare the current or future economic agents out 
of the region (White, 1986) 
 
Tiebout assumes that, for the household, locations are consisted of only of two 
surfaces: the tax-surface and the social expenditure-surface. In a Tiebout-world, a 
locality sells its social services to the household with a tax rate. Revenue for the 
locality comes from the taxes it collects. In return, it spends a part of this revenue 
back to offer services to its residents. This is called the social expenditure level of the 
locality. If we divide the total social expenditure level to the number of residents 
living there, we will get the expenditure that is assigned to a single household. For the 
household, tax functions like as the price. Household pays the tax to locality and in 
return he uses public service. Therefore, the utility of the household in the Tiebout-
model is the difference between these two surfaces; the social expenditure level that is 
assigned to him and the tax rate he pays. Thus in Tiebout-world each locality has a 
unique tax and social expenditure pattern that reflects the preference of its citizens 
(Tiebout, 1956). For the households, the higher the difference between these two 
surfaces is the higher is the utility. 
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Hereby, introducing the following notations 
 
𝑖𝑖 = 𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 
𝑥𝑥 = ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜 
𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 = 𝑜𝑜𝑥𝑥𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜 𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒 ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜 𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒 𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜  
𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎 = 𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜 𝑜𝑜𝑥𝑥𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜 𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒 𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜 ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜 
𝑜𝑜𝑥𝑥 = 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑥𝑥 𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒 𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑖𝑖 
𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎 = 𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑥𝑥 𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 
𝑜𝑜𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 = ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜′𝑜𝑜 𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜 𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒 𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑖𝑖 
𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎 = 𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜 𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜 𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜  
𝑁𝑁𝑥𝑥 = 𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜 𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒  𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑖𝑖 
𝑌𝑌𝑥𝑥 = 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙 𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜 𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒 𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑖𝑖   
𝑈𝑈𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 =  𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑜𝑜ℎ𝑜𝑜 ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜 𝑥𝑥 𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒 𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑖𝑖 
  
From above, the expenditure per household can be reached by 
 𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 = 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖                                                                             (1) 
And utility level for the household can be reached by 
   𝑈𝑈𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 =  𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 −  𝑜𝑜𝑥𝑥𝑜𝑜𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥                                                                      (2)  
by substitution of 𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥  into the utility function, we get 
 𝑈𝑈𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 =  𝑜𝑜𝑥𝑥 �𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 − 𝑜𝑜𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥�                                                           (3) 
To maximize their utility, in the light of the utility formula given above, individuals 
choose their place of residence according to a trade between local tax rates and 
amount of expenditure assigned. The conditions under which Tiebout believed this 
mechanism would work perfectly is set by the assumptions (Tiebout, 1956): 
1) Consumer-voters are fully mobile and will move to that community where their preferences 
are best satisfied.  
2) Consumer-voters are assumed to have full knowledge of differences among tax levels and 
expenditure patterns of communities and to react to these differences.     
 3) There are many communities from which to choose.    
 4) There are no restrictions or limitations on consumer mobility due to employment 
opportunities.           
 5) There are no spillovers of public service benefits or taxes among communities. 
 6) Each community, directed by a manager, attempts to attract the right size population to take 
advantage of scale economies –that is, to reach the minimum average cost of producing public goods.  
 
Therefore, in the light of the assumptions above, the essence of the Tiebout-model 
could be could be stated as: every time a positive difference occurs in utility level (tax-
expenditure bundle) between household’s current location and other locations, rather 
than simply being dissatisfied, household will move to the new maximum utility 
location (Mars and Kay, 2006). Yet ‘…the costs of moving from community to 





Households may move for a variety of reasons, however, Tiebout restricts the 
determinants of relocation decision to only one factor: utility level change of the 
household –that is the change in expenditure level-tax rate level.5 The core of the 
Tiebout-model comes from perfectly informed and perfectly mobile households 
whose principal reason for moving is to maximize their utility. If we want to obtain a 
moving condition of a household from location i to j, then it requires  
𝑈𝑈𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 >  𝑈𝑈𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥                                                                                  (4)  
then from (2) we get moving condition as 
 𝑈𝑈𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 =  𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥 −  𝑜𝑜𝑥𝑥𝑜𝑜𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥  > 𝑈𝑈𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 =  𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥 −  𝑜𝑜𝑥𝑥𝑜𝑜𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥                            (5) 




−  𝑜𝑜𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥  � > 𝑜𝑜𝑥𝑥 �𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥 −  𝑜𝑜𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥�                                            (6) 
Under the assumption of full information households can perfectly compute average 
level of expenditure level (Ea) and average level of tax rate (ta) among localities and 
rank them according to his preference. Then he will reveal this preference simply and 
only by moving between locations, especially when he does not have the maximum 
utility with respect to his preference at the current location: 
 
There will be locations where     𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥≥𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎 and  𝑜𝑜𝑥𝑥≥𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎, let’s call this Quadrant I 
There will be locations where     𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥≥𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎 and  𝑜𝑜𝑥𝑥≤𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎, let’s call this Quadrant II 
There will be location where      𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 ≤ 𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎and  𝑜𝑜𝑥𝑥≥𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎, let’s call this Quadrant III 
There will be locations where     𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 ≤ 𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎 and  𝑜𝑜𝑥𝑥≤𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎 let’s call this Quadrant IV 
Graph 1: Tiebout-model graph for household 
𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑜𝑥𝑥 
 
 𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎                            tax=expenditure line (zero utility line) 
 
                                                                    
                                                 I     (Ib) 
            IV 





        (IIIa) 
                                 




                                                                                                    Expenditure 
*Source: Authors’s own graph 
                                                         5 As Tiebout restricts the household’s motivation for mobility into one factor: utility maximization; author restricts the firm movement into one factor: profit maximization.  
A 
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A careful examination of this graph will give the reader important insights. At the 
location A, where Ea and ta intersects each other (where Ea=ta) the household is 
indifferent to reside at any location. Therefore, we could get good insights about the 
household’s location decision between different regions if we look at the household 
from that neutral location.  
 
For poor household  𝑜𝑜𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 =  𝑜𝑜𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 = 0, thus  
from (6) the moving condition for poor household will be 
 𝑜𝑜𝑥𝑥(𝑦𝑦𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 ) > 𝑜𝑜𝑥𝑥(𝑦𝑦𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑁𝑁𝑥𝑥 )  
 
From this condition, it could be concluded that the movement pattern of the poor 
household would be rightwards and from this neutral point especially to quadrant I, 
where expenditure level and tax level is comparably higher.  
 
For a poor household, he would like to settle at locations where he would get more 
social expenditure to outweigh his low income. Therefore, we expect that a poor 
household would like to settle at quadrants where social expenditure level is 
comparably higher than the average. Thus, a poor household would prefer moving to 
quadrants I. It may come interesting to reader is that, poor households would like to 
move to quadrant I where taxes are high, but since they have very low income, poor 
households may not be so interested how much tax they pay. If they receive higher 
levels of social expenditure that will outweigh their low income purchase power. 
Therefore, in real life expect that poor people tend to cluster in quadrant I where 
actually higher income people who are willing to pay high taxes are living. Big cities 
are good examples for quadrant I.  
 




), thus  







� >  𝑜𝑜𝑥𝑥(𝑦𝑦𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑁𝑁𝑥𝑥 − 𝑦𝑦𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑁𝑁𝑥𝑥 ), thus simply �𝑦𝑦𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 � > 𝑦𝑦𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑁𝑁𝑥𝑥   
 
this situation for average income household is very analogical to the poor household’s 
situation above. Average income household’s movement pattern also will be 
rightwards. However, since income is higher than the poor people, he would not 
prefer as high tax rates as poor households. Therefore, they may tend to move to 
quadrant II in addition to quadrant I.  Therefore, average income household’s 
movement pattern will may also show a downward pattern in addition to a rightward 
pattern. 
 




−𝑦𝑦𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖)  , thus simply 𝑜𝑜𝑥𝑥 < 𝑜𝑜𝑥𝑥 
 
Rich households have high purchase power; thus they may not be so interested in 
social expenditure level but only in low tax rates. Since they can afford by themselves 
the benefits that social expenditure packages offer them, they may not be so interested 
in the high expenditure levels but paying less tax over their income. Therefore, rich 
households are expected to reside at quadrants III or II, where the tax rates are 
comparably lower. Thus, the movement pattern of the household will be downwards. 
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In the graph above, a careful reader might realize that quadrants I and III are divided 
into two-sub quadrants Ia, Ib and IIIa IIIb, respectively. The quadrants Ia and IIIa are 
the parts of the sub- quadrants where the taxes are higher than the expenditures. This 
apparently means that negative benefits. Therefore, as a utility maximizer, household 
would not stay at sub-quadrants Ia and IIIa as well as quadrant IV, where the taxes are 
higher than the expenditure level.  
 
Thus, core conclusions of the graph with respect to mobility of the households are two 
fold. First fold is that the household does not want reside at and move to the left side 
of the 45-degree zero utility (tax=expenditure) line. The second is, household’s 
movement pattern in Tiebout-model is rightwards and/or downwards.  
 
How about the firms? Can we expect that Tiebout-model is also applicable to firms 
and is it possible to come up with same insights of household’s movement pattern for 
the firm? To answer this question, in the next chapter some determinants of firm 
relocation in the previous research will be given. Literature review will give overview 
about the foundations of firm’s main relocation determinants and motivations. 
Insights from the literature review will be used in section 4 to check if Tiebout-model 
is compatible with these determinants and motivations.  
 
3. Determinants of firm relocation: Literature review of a complex phenomenon 
 
Relocation of production is often treated as a straightforward issue. However, in 
reality it is quite a complex phenomenon. Therefore, it is better to consider relocation 
as a one of the effects of other dynamics instead of considering it as a process in its 
own. As will be revealed in the following pages, even data collection is quite difficult 
because transfers of firm activities are hidden in the broader data on foreign direct 
investment. Most discussions about relocation rely on questionnaires (Lloyd and 
Mason, 1978; Wissen, 2002) and not on empirical data. Therefore, this thesis does not 
incorporate an empirical model. It looks to the firm relocation from a theoretical point 
of view.  
 
Individual cases of relocation can occur in quite different situations that may be 
classified by three circumstances (Pedersini, 2016):  
1. Production is replaced by imports from foreign competitors or from 
domestic producers relocated abroad (or sometimes domestic producers 
subcontracting to foreign firms) 
2.  A reorganization of company, whose production activities, as well as 
investments, are allocated among different plants. This kind of production relocation 
decisions may depend on the company structure and on the opportunities provided by 
local conditions. (For example, due to low sunk costs, some locations can enjoy the 
high concentration of the production activities in time whereas same activities can 
continue at pre-existing facilities in the original location in small concentrations. This 
can be described as production concentration interchange between different existing 
facilities in different locations. This decision making pattern can be applied to a 
company restructuring its production within national or international boundaries. 
3. A decision to discontinue production at one, some or all sites and                 
a complete transfer to a new one base at a different location.  
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Relocation in this study is only concerned with the third case. Therefore, both 
substitution of production and subcontracting to other firms are excluded in the scope 
of this thesis. Relocation especially should not be confused with expansion abroad 
that leaves existing sites untouched in terms of production or employment and merely 
increasing the overall production capacity or intention to create platforms to serve 
other markets, as in the second case above (Pedersini, 2016). 
 
Relocation decisions are confronted with a substantial lack of clear-cut indicators in 
the research (Mariotti and Steen, 2001). The relocation data is generally mixed with 
FDI (foreign direct investment) data (Sass and Hunya, 2014). However, FDI data is 
quite general and it includes all investments that are related with expansion in foreign 
locations, not only relocation. There is a close link but not easily quantifiable link 
between FDI and relocation (Sass and Hunya, 2014): 
 
1. Relocation is about the movement of workplaces, while FDI covers the 
movement of capital.  FDI data are biased towards capital-intensive investments and 
only incompletely cover labor-intensive activities.6 
2. FDI is measured in terms of balance of payments, so it is a macroeconomic 
phenomenon, whereas relocation is microeconomic; it is the result of specific 
company decisions. Data collected for balance of payments purposes are not fully 
adequate to track relocation patterns in detail.  
3. FDI can be the result of company mergers and acquisitions or the 
establishment of a new firm (green-field investment) or an expansion of existing 
firms. While this distinction may be useful to identify relocation, FDI statistics 
provide no hint about relocation itself. 
 
Under the notion preceding information, in the scope of this thesis FDI strategies are 
excluded. However, this thesis puts no restriction on whether the relocation takes 
place internationally or within national borders. 
 
Firms tend to relocate in order to achieve alternative goals. Relocation of a firm may 
be considered as a transfer of activities to another location or dismantling and 
transferring all activities from one location to another location7 (Hu et al., 2008).  
 
As stated in the introduction, one of the main approaches to review the theoretical 
frameworks that explain firm location and relocation, including the neo-classical 
approach, the behavioral approach, and the institutional approach. (Dijk and 
Pellenbarg, 2000; Pellenbarg et al., 2002; Brouer, Mariotti, and Van Omeren, 2004) 
However, these studies provide relocation decision of the firm as an interpretation of 
previous industrial of firm location decision studies. Another main approach to firm 
relocation comes from the firm management point of view. Relocation decisions can 
be considered as economic, logistic and strategic decision of a firm (Porter, 1985). 
This thesis shows their overlapping, put them together and give the reader a theory 
based deep understanding about the determinants of firm relocation decision in real 
life. To author’s knowledge, such rich and diverse literature is unique in firm 
relocation studies until now. This section will put different discussions of relocation                                                         6  Therefore, only the labor-intensive- manufacturing firm is in the scope of this thesis. Relocation of service firms is of no interest for this thesis. 7 For partial transfer this thesis gets help from offshoring literature and business management literature.   
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literature all together and find them overlapping in one coherent consistent theoretical 
explanation under cost-minimizing behavior of the firm to maximize its profits. In the 
next chapter, this coherent theoretical explanation will be discussed on a graphical 
analysis and its applicability to Tiebout model will be answered.  
 
Research on firms’ relocation decisions has evolved over the past forty years. 1970s 
are considered as the golden age of firm relocation studies (Pellenbarg, et. al., 2002). 
Scholars from different disciplines investigated firm relocation under different 
approaches. Cost motives are often considered to be the most important driver for 
relocating (Anderson and Gatignon, 1986). However, other motives, such as acquiring 
human capital or firm growth (Dunning, 1980) are also mentioned in the literature.  
 
First of all, as firm’s internal environment driver, entrepreneurship can induce 
relocation decision (Brond and Pellenbarg, 2003). Research pointed out relocation as 
a strategy to realize growth by entering new markets (Meester, 2004). 
Entrepreneurship can motivate firms to attain new resource combinations beyond the 
existing ones (Fiet, 2001) Entrepreneurship is about carrying out new combinations 
and it implies the ability to identify new opportunities and to develop the resource 
base needed to pursue the opportunities (Phan, 2004) Entrepreneurship also reflects 
the desire of firms to grow, explore and expand the boundaries of the firm 
(Davidsson, 1989) relocating to new locations can be one of the strategies. The 
relocation of business functions makes it possible for firms to get closer to potential 
customers and other opportunities. Small firms might use relocation as entrepreneurial 
strategy more often than large firms. (Rothwell, 1989)8   
 
However, relocation decision is not always within firm’’ own initiative. The 
relocation decision was called to adapt to dynamic changes in environments 
surrounding the firm in (Alkay, 2010) These changes may be external changes such in 
technology, production and transportation techniques. External changes may also 
include changes in business climate and government legislation (Deller, Conroy and 
Tsvetkova 2015) The competition among states and local governments to attract 
businesses (in an attempt to foster economic development) may also induce firms to 
relocate. The use of incentives to attract firms are associated with economic growth 
and development policy in the regional economics literature (Lowe, 2012) Incentives 
are in large variety: they can be reduced tax rates, labor training programs, tax credits 
to lower overall tax bills, aid in financing and credit programs, targeted public 
infrastructure investments and some other forms 9  (Deller, Conroy and Tsvetkova 
2015). 
 
The theoretical foundation of use of incentives is related with neo-classic economic 
principle of minimizing costs in order to maximize profits. Incentives by governments 
are aimed at reducing costs to make a particular location more profitable over another 
location. Promoting lower labor costs, lower taxes, and limited regulations in the 
name of minimizing operating costs are so-called the pillars of a positive business 
climate. Policies aimed at reducing the cost of business operations by reducing taxes 
and regulations are said to promote a positive business climate (Glaeser, 2001).                                                          8 Growth aims and other entrepreneurial drives of firm relocation are excluded in the model of this thesis. 9 For example, Tesla Motors was offered by State of Nevada $1.25 billion in incentives to locate its car battery manufacturing base, State of South Carolina offered a $150 million abatement to BWM and State of Alabama offered Mercedes-Benz $250 million to attract these firms (Deller, Conroy and Tsvetkova 2015) 
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Generally, regions with higher taxes and stricter regulations are said to have poorer 
business climates (Plaut and Pluta, 1987). Another factor related to a region’s 
business climate can be labor related characteristics (Pedersini, 2016) As measured by 
labor costs -average compensation of a manufacturer worker, union membership rates 
is considered to be related with the business climate. Firms will avoid locations10 with 
higher labor costs and union membership rates.  
 
Energy costs are also often put forward as an important component of the costs of 
operation and hence business climate. It is found that electricity costs are one of the 
few costs variables, relative to taxes or incentives consistently mentioned in location 
decisions of manufacturers (Carlton, 1983).  
 
Another key variable of firm relocation might be taxation and expenditure rates of 
local and national governments. If this point view holds true, it is expected that 
manufacturers will be attracted to locations with lower income taxes, lower individual 
income taxes, and lower property taxes. Yet, as argued by many there is a balance 
between the potential negative effects of taxation and the positive effect of the public 
goods and services that taxes pay for (Wasylenko 1981; Newman and Sullivan 1998; 
White 1986; Lynch 2004). Taxes pay for public education that is vital to the 
productivity of the workforce and pay for the transportation infrastructure that is 
necessary for manufacturing (Newman and Sullivan, 1998). However, some studies 
show that taxation and expenditure level of regions do not play important role on firm 
location decision especially in Tiebout-model (Bewley 1981, White 1986) 
 
The preceding paragraphs are mostly related to more to macroeconomic factors that 
affect firm’s relocation decision, except the entrepreneurship point of view. However, 
another important aspect of firm relocation is the firm itself, as a microeconomic 
agent. Thus far most studies have looked at the determinants of relocation without 
making a distinction between expansion investments and relocation decisions that 
involve the move of a manufacturing process from one place to another (Mucchielli 
and Saucier, 1997). Few studies have looked at the motives for relocation in such a 
strict sense. Straus-Kahn and Vives (2009) find that main reasons for the business 
relocation are cost savings regardless of whether the firm is a headquarter or a plant. 
Within a European context, Mucchielli and Saucier (1997) argue that restructuring, 
and flexible responses to new market conditions for innovative products are equally 
important motives for firm relocation. On the other hand, there may be historical, 
cultural and emotional as well as economic reasons for not moving one or more 
activities of a firm from one country to another. For example, the Swiss consumer 
goods company Nestle sells only two and half percent of their annual turnover in 
Switzerland yet maintains its headquarters in the homeland (Straus-Kahn and Vives, 
2009).  
 
Global relocation takes place when a firm moves one or more business activities to a 
location outside its home country. When asked the firms to identify the motives for 
their global relocation efforts it is to pursue either low-cost strategy or differentiation 
strategy (Porter, 1985). Porter believes that a firm can pursue a low-cost strategy or a                                                         10 It is not also expected that business would decide to operate at a location with higher levels of political conflict. Political 
conflict can add uncertainty and (Fukuyama, 1995) 
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differentiation strategy, but cannot pursue them both. If a firm chooses a low-cost 
strategy, then certain value chain activities will become more important in achieving 
this strategy. For example, a reduction in production costs may be achievable through 
better use of existing facilities, introduction of more advanced technologies or 
through relocation of activities to a lower cost (labor or other input) location. This 
thesis focuses only allows the latter strategy for the firm –that is relocation. The first 
two cost reduction strategies are excluded in the scope this thesis.  
 
Global relocation may also aid firms pursuing a differentiation strategy (Yip, 1994). 
Differentiation may come in various forms: better service, higher quality, advanced 
technology and other internal or external operation features. Relocation of certain 
activities may increase a firm's ability to achieve and sustain a differentiation strategy. 
For example, by moving marketing activities closer to final customers, firms may be 
able to differentiate their products or services more easily from their long distance 
competitors. Providing quicker delivery or service by locating closer to final users 
may create a differentiation advantage for the firm (Eenman and Brouthers, 1994). 
Finally, firms may use global relocation to take advantage of technologies developed 
in other countries by relocating part of their research operation to those countries that 
are more advanced in the competencies necessary to provide differentiation. (Porter, 
1985) For example many Japanese firms are relocating their biotechnology research 
laboratories to the US because of the expertise already developed in that country. 
Similarly, many US electronics firms have relocated part of their research facilities to 
Japan where miniaturization technology is more advanced (Porter, 1985). 
 
Firms pursuing a differentiation strategy were expected to have motives such as 
quality seeking, technology seeking and reconfiguring core activities. Whereas, firms 
pursuing a low-cost strategy were expected to indicate motives such low cost seeking, 
risk reduction, or obtaining strategic flexibility (Eenman and Brouthers, 1994) The 
low-cost approach to global relocation research say that firms locate activities in 
major markets to serve those markets more economically and firms locate production 
activities in certain countries to obtain lower cost inputs such as labor or raw 
materials (Dunning, 1980; Ok and Tansel, 2007). Research found that the vast 
majority of relocating firms pursue a low-cost strategy. (Sleuwaegen and Pennings, 
2006)11  
 
The economic theory of global relocation is based on the rational profit-maximization 
assumption (Sleuwaegen and Pennings, 2006). On the other hand, the logistical 
(supply chain) perspectives of global relocation claim that firms have two main goals: 
first, firms desire to optimize the supply chain, thus obtaining inputs at the lowest 
possible cost. (McCormack et al., 1994) The resources firms seek at different 
locations may enable firms to perform activities in a cheaper way. Gaining access to 
personnel and technologies, for example, gives firms the opportunity to do existing 
things more efficient. Firm may also need to manage their growth by reaching to new 
resources by relocating (Jarillo, 1989). Smaller firms might search for resources 
relatively closely to their core activities, whereas corporate firms focus on resources 
more distant to their core activities as they have more possibilities to build their 
existing resources within their own firm. Secondly, firms want to optimize the 
logistical operations by minimizing transport costs to final customers –that is overall                                                         11 Therefore, in the scope of this thesis, the analysis of differentiation strategy is not discussed. This thesis makes its analysis 
only on cost-reduction strategy.  
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distribution costs. Logistical (supply-chain) approach does consider the impact of 
relocation on corporate objectives nothing other than cost minimization. Nevertheless, 
logistics aspects and market demand aspects may often conflict because frequently the 
location of a low cost resource for a firm may be in an area which creates excessively 
high distribution costs because of its physical distance to final customers or because 
of the poor infrastructure, making physical movement of goods more expensive, in 
the low cost location (Min and Melachrinoudis, 1999). Still, the logistical explanation 
of relocation is similar to the neoclassical economic explanation in the belief that 
location decision is driven by a desire to maximize profits by minimizing costs.  
The difference between these two theories lies in the type of cost that the firm is 
trying to reduce: The economic theory aims to minimize the total production costs and 
logistical theory aims to minimize the overall (transportation) costs of inputs and 
outputs (Eenman and Brouthers, 1994).  
 
However, in the beginning of the twentieth century, the pioneer of the modern 
location theories, Alfred Weber already considered these two theories into one theory 
already. According to Weber (1929), total costs vary from place to mainly in 
accordance with transportation costs. Therefore, he assumes that the lowest-transport 
location for the firm is also the location where it can minimize its total costs. This 
point is also the optimal location for the firm where it can maximize its profits (Smith, 
1966). 
 
Weber’s (1929) model is a perfect foundation to the aim of this thesis. This is due to 
two facts: First his model is an exact analogy with the Tiebout’s two surface 
economic environment: Tiebout only assumes a two-surface (tax and expenditure) 
economic environment for the household; and Weber only assumes a two-surface 
(revenue and costs) environment for the firm. Secondly the foundation of Weber’s 
model is based on the mainstream finding of the firm relocation studies until now: 
cost-minimizing behavior to maximize profits.  
 
However, Weber’s two-surface model is not enough to reply the hypothesis of the 
thesis because it is a static model. It does not consider the changes in the economic 
environment of the firm in time. Nevertheless, we need a dynamic model to 
investigate the spatial mobility behavior of the firm as sole reaction to the changes in 
its environment. Therefore, this thesis will use the Smith’s (1966) marginal spatiality 
to profits model that is derived from Weber’s model to graphically show the 
dynamism that is inherent in Tiebout-model. 
 
4. The Model: Graphical Analysis of Firm in Tiebout-Model 
 
As is given in the literature review, since the availability of the data about firm 
relocation from one location to another is scarce, this model bases its model on a 
theoretical and graphical one.  
 
The literature review revealed that firm’s main motivation to relocate is to reach 
lower-cost locations to maximize profits. This thesis establishes its model on the 
notion that firm is profit-maximizer and has perfect information. Moreover, following 
the discussions in the last section, this thesis assumes that firm’s decision to change 
its location to maximize profits is based on the cost-minimizing behavior. All other 




To analyze the movement pattern of the firm and its applicability to the Tiebout-
model, this model uses Weber’s idea of isodapanes and D. M. Smith’s marginal 
spatiality to profits model as intermediate tools to visually show the reader the 
analysis of firm movement pattern to maximize its profits when the optimal location 
changes in time.  
 
This section, by giving the details of Weber’s and Smith’s work, sets up the bases for 
the model of the thesis to answer the hypothesis: Every time a positive difference 
occurs in the profit level (revenue-costs) between firm’s current location and other 
locations, rather than applying other strategies, it will move to the new maximum 
profit location. 
 
It is critical for the reader to understand the background of these two models because 
the assumptions they also applies to the model of this thesis12.  
 
4.1. Alfred Weber’s isotims and isodapanes 
 
Weber’s (1929) work is considered to have established the foundation of the analysis 
optimal location for manufacturing firms. Weber claims that firms are profit-
maximizers and they choose the least-cost location to maximize their profits.   
Preliminarily he assumes a two-surface economic environment for the firm: revenue 
and total costs surfaces. This is an exact analogy to the Tiebout’s two surface 
economic environment for the households, given in section 2. Tiebout-model assumed 
that if the difference between two surfaces (tax and expenditure) is bigger than 
somewhere else than the household’s current location, household moves to new 
optimal utility location. If the same fashion applies to the firm, then it could be 
said that if the difference between two surfaces of the firm (revenue and costs) is 
bigger than somewhere else than the firm’s current location, the firm relocates to 
the new maximum profit location. If the model of the thesis proves that, it can be 
concluded that Tiebout-model is applicable to the firms. To check this, the 
interplay between these two surfaces and firm’s reaction to changes in it by relocating 
will be analyzed in the following parts. Since the profit is equal to the revenue minus 
costs, the profit for the firm will be maximum where the difference between two 
surfaces is the biggest. If both of the revenue and total cost surfaces are assumed to be 
varying simultaneously among the locations, the analysis of this interplay will be 
quite complicated (Smith, 1966). Therefore, as economics mind’s main tool, this 
thesis will simplify the economic environment by making assumptions and create a 
model to analyze the interplay in a more explicable way to the mind: For that Alfred 
Weber’s and D. M. Smith’s arguments are used. Then later by relaxing some of these 
assumptions, the analysis will be brought as close as to the real life situations.  
 
Weber assumes perfect competition; implying a high number of firms and customers, 
small firm sizes (to prevent disruptions created by monopolies and oligopolies), thus 
firms are assumed as price-takers. He assumes perfect information of economic 
environment both for the consumers and firms. He also assumes, the demand is                                                         12 If there are exceptions to that it will be mentioned during the text. 
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uniform throughout the locations, making the production level (quantity) for the firm 
fixed at all locations13. Hence, by making price, demand and output constant, he gets 
the revenue surface flat and the other surface -the cost surface- still varying.  
 
The interplay between two surfaces (revenue-cost) and the firm is easier to analyze 
now: Since the revenue surface is flat, firm’s profit level will only vary with the 
variations of cost surface. In these conditions, apparently firm’s profit will be at the 
location where the cost surface is the lowest. So how do costs vary from one location 
to another? According to Weber, costs vary from place to place largely in accordance 
with transportation costs (Smith, 1966). He theorizes that, firm’s least-transportation-
cost-location is also its least-cost-location: this location is also the optimal location 
for the firm which gives the maximum profits under assumptions given above. 
 
Weber assumes an isotropic space (Becattini, 1990, Felix 2015) –that is; he assumes 
no variations of production costs except in transport costs: Some of the natural 
resources are found everywhere (ubiquitous), while some have fixed locations. Labor 
could only be found at some fixed locations. Transportation costs, in Weber’s model, 
are proportional to the weight of goods and distance covered by a raw material or a 
finished product. According to Weber -under these assumptions and conditions- three 
factors influence optimal location; transportation costs, labor costs and agglomeration 
economies. According to him, the firm will first find the least-transport cost location 
and then adjusts its location by considering labor costs and agglomeration economies. 
Weber considers that transportation is the most important element to decide the 
optimal (maximum profit) location since labor and agglomeration economies factors 
only have the adjustment effect.14 
 
In order to identify points of least cost location for a manufacturing firm Weber 
devised a useful technique by isotim lines and isodapanes (Waugh 2002, p. 560) 
Isotim is a line of connecting locations of equal transportation costs. Isotim lines can 
be drawn to show how procurement transport costs change with distance from raw 
material sources at one hand and at the other hand how distribution transport costs 
change with distance from the market. Weber first finds the minimum transportation 
cost (MTC) location by using isotims. Then shows the affect of labor cost and 
agglomeration economies by using isodapanes. Intersecting isotims for multiple 
materials and products allow isodapanes to be drawn by connecting the points of 
intersection (Waugh 2002, p 560) Thus, an isodapane is called a line of total transport 
costs. The isodapanes (equal combined total transportation cost lines) progressively 
decrease in the direction of the optimal location, as seen in Figure 1. Weber used 
isodapanes is to systematically introduce the production factor and other cost factors 
components into firm’s location decision. 
                                                        13 However, in theoretical analysis the simplifying assumption of constant demand conditions must always be borne in mind, and the possibility of spatial variations in the size of the potential market must always be considered in the interpretation of specific cases. (Smith, 1966)  14 In the scope this master thesis, I will assume that agglomeration economies do not exist. Further explanation will be given in the following parts.  
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Figure 1: Weber’s Isotims and Isodapanes 
  
Isotims  
Let’s assume two materials for production are 
provided from points A and B. The output will 
be sold at market C (Weber theoretically works 
on a triangle model) Yellow and green circles 
present the isotims of procurement costs from 
raw material source to the production base and 
purple lines depict the isotim of distribution 
cost of goods from production base to the 
market. In this example firm should locate to 
point D to minimize its total transportation 
costs. Therefore D is called the MTC 
(minimum-transportation-cost) location.  
 
*Source: Author’s own figure 
Isodapanes 
If the plant moves away from D, it must necessarily 
incur greater transfer costs. The further it moves 
away, the greater the difference will be over and 
above the minimum. We can locate all points which 
exceed MTC by an equal amount and join them by a 
curve. This curve is called the isodapane (black 
contours) The isodapane consists of the loci of 
points of equal transport costs for the labor of MTC 
location- that is D. Necessarily then, we have a 
series of such isodapanes for all values of labor 
transport cost around location D, assuming 
transportation is possible in all directions. In the  
simplest form of Weberian model, D is also the 
least-cost-location (LCL) 
 
*Source: Author’s own figure 
 
In Figure 1, A and B are the locations where the two different raw materials are 
brought from to the production base and C is the market location where the final 
goods have to be delivered to be sold to the customer. According to Weber, in such a 
triangle, the minimum-transport-cost location will be the maximum profit location of 
the firm. In other words, the location that ensures maximum profits to the firm will be 
the location where the total inputs plus total output transport costs are minimized 
(McCann, 1993) This is point D in the figure 1. A move from the center of the 
contours, point D in the Figure 1, to further location will increase the costs and a 
move towards the point D will decrease the costs. 
 
Alonso (1967) suggests there is no conceptual difficulty in introducing land costs into 
the analysis of the location problem of the firm in the same fashion as labor costs in 
the original Weber model. This also holds for introduction of other costs on to the 
isodapanes. Thus, it requires no high agility to expand Weber's triangle and 
isodapanes as a special case of a much more general model, in which an n-cornered 
locational figure represents the sources and least-cost points of all the inputs required 
in the production process. Eventually, isodapanes give us the contours of total cost-
surface of an economic geography as in the fashion of altitude contour maps in 




Like, Weber (1929) the earliest location theorist (Hotelling 1929, Lösch 1954 and 
Issard 1960) tried to explain the determinants of the location choices of industrial 
firms in different ways 15. However, none of these classical models hypothesizes that 
once the firm has analyzed its minimum cost location, settled and started operating 
there, it will consider the possibility of moving.  
 
According to these theories if the current chosen location of the firm is the minimum 
cost location, why some firms have intentions to relocate? What could be the 
emerging factors of relocation decision? The previous literature part has given a 
diverse overview to what can motivate or force firms to relocate. In the next chapter, 
spatial margins to profitability graph in Smith (1966) is developed from Weber (1929) 
and the constant change of optimal location for the firm in time is shown, which is not 
showed by Weber (1929). By this contribution on Smith’s spatial margins to 
profitability graph, the author aims to show the reader insights about firm’s location 
behavior when its optimal location changes. Author will also use these graphical 
analyses to check whether Tiebout-model is applicable to the firm relocation pattern 
or not. 
 
4.2. Spatial margins to profitability model 
 
Firms are constantly changing their input suppliers and output markets in response to 
changes in input and output market prices. Also increases in the production capacity 
and changes in the production technologies are the main changes that face firms face 
constantly. Firms also face with the changes that are mentioned in the literature 
review. These changes will also imply that the optimum location of the firms given in 
the static model of Weber (1929) is continually changing. This situation of firm is 
very analogical to the condition of household in the original Tiebout-model: every 
time a positive difference occurs in utility level between current location and other 
alternative locations, rather than simply being dissatisfied, household will move to the 
new optimum utility location. 
 
Therefore, to test the whether firm mobility is applicable to Tiebout-model, this thesis 
hypothesizes: Every time a positive difference occurs in the profit level (revenue-
costs) between firm’s current location and other locations, rather than applying other 
strategies, it will move to the new maximum profit location. 
 
The model of this thesis will use spatial margins to profitability approach as an 
intermediate tool to show if its hypothesis holds true: Smith (1966) used the Weber’s 
(1929) notion of two surfaces (revenue and cost) for the firm and developed the idea 
of the spatial interaction of cost and revenue as a constraint on locational choice in a 
series of graphic models. Smith(1966) assumed a flat revenue surface and varying 
cost surface as in Weber (1929). By explaining how costs vary from one location to 
another, he wanted to get a space(locational) cost curve applicable to the entire –
manufacturing- industry –therefore to each firm.  For that he had to introduce more                                                         15 It is accepted that there are two main approaches to optimal location theory: the least cost approach and market area approach. (Balchin, Isaac and Chen, 2000) Cost minimization theories offer answers to questions such as the following: given the price and location of the market and raw materials, where does the firm relocate? On the other side, market area approach (Hotelling 1929, Lösch 1954 and Issard 1960) seeks to answer these: Given spatial distribution of demand, how firms divide up the market? In this thesis, the discussions of market area approach are excluded. 
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assumptions on Weber (1929): firms do not influence each other's location, no 
location is subsidized and no advantages are to be derived from economies of scale 
within the firm and agglomeration economies. (Non-existence of agglomeration 
economies is also contrast to Weber’s assumptions and thesis will follow Smith’s 
assumption instead of Weber’s.)  
 
Eventually, Smith (1966) used Weber’s isodapanes and then he got cost space curve 
by taking a cross-section of isodapanes. By taking a cross-section of isodapanes with 
a flat price curve, he projected the cost-revenue surfaces of an economic geography 
on a two-dimensional graph and shows the variations of costs in different locations 
with respect to distance. [Graph 2: market price, demand and output is assumed to 
constant over the distance as in (Weber, 1929)] 
 
Graph 2: Deriving spatial margins to profitability graph from Weber’s isodapanes  
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Graph 2 above is a reflection of Weber’s isodapanes in Figure 116. A fixed output 
level assumption will make the shape of the revenue and total cost curves, also the 
price and unit cost curves respectively. Point D represents the minimum total cost 
location for the firm, therefore the maximum profit location. The further the firm is 
away from point D; the higher costs it has. Points q and u where cost curve intersects 
the price curve are the locations where firm makes zero profits, R=TC (where firms 
only break-even).  Points q and u sets the points of spatial margins where firm can 
operate with profits but not always maximum. Firm will produce with positive profits 
in localities between locations q and u (D being the maximum profit location) but by 
moving outwards from these locations, firm will end up at localities where it can only 
operate at loss. If firm starts moving from locality q with zero profits towards locality 
u, at localities until D, its profits will gradually increase because its costs will 
gradually decrease. At locality D it will have the maximum profit, being the least-cost 
location.  If the firm continues its movement from D to u, its profit will gradually 
decrease because its costs will gradually increase, however still being positive. At 
locality u firm will again have zero profits and at further locations it will start to have 
losses. This move is shown on the graph of firm’s Tiebout-model Graph 3 below. 
This depiction sets the bases of the graphical analysis of testing the hypothesis of 
thesis in the following pages. 
Before that, It is useful to give some theoretical, how costs may vary from place to 
place as seen in the Graph 2: In order to produce a given quantity of any goods, the 
manufacturer must assemble at one point the necessary amount of the factors of 
production (that are land, labor, capital -including materials and machines- and 
enterprise). The cost of each of these is likely to vary from place to place. In 
considering the cost of factors of production it is useful to distinguish between basic 
cost and locational cost. The basic cost is the sum that must be paid irrespective of 
location, e.g. the cost of a raw material at source, or the cost of labor at its cheapest 
point. The locational cost is the additional expenditure incurred in bringing the factor 
to the production base, which varies according to where the factory is situated. Just as 
each factor of production has its basic and locational cost, so these two elements can 
be distinguished in the total cost of any firm or industry.  
Spatial variations in total cost and revenue impose limits to the area in which any 
industry can be undertaken at a profit. A careful reader would easily realize that there 
are various locations where firm can operate with different levels of profits within the 
borders of profitable area. Smith’s main aim by introducing spatial margins to 
profitability is to show that, unless maximum profits are sought, the individual 
manufacturer is free to locate anywhere where it can make profits between the 
profitable margins- that are between location q and u in the given example. Smith 
(1966) claims since optimal location will always constantly change, firms cannot 
always be at the optimum location. It will settle any where in the borders of spatial 
margins to profitability area where it can make profits, not necessarily maximum, and 
the entrepreneur is fine with that unless he makes loses. With those depictions, 
Smith’s main idea was to show that firms cannot be profit-maximizers all the time,                                                         16 Each of the cost contours represents the locations where firm faces the same total costs (Smith, 1966) 
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therefore firms in general behave sub-optimally until they start to operate with 
negative profits (Smith, 1966). Smith (1966) did not pursue his discussion anymore 
and left the further discussions to the reader. Thesis thesis now takes forward this 
discussion and challanges the idea that firm may settle at sub-optimal locations: As 
given before, this thesis hypothesized that firm will relocate everytime a new 
maximum profit location arises.  
Moreover, in dynamic model point of view, Smith (1966) only showed how optimal 
location for the firm changes in time. This thesis contributes more to the it by deriving 
a Tiebout-model graph for firm from it and depicting the firm’s mobility on it to 
maximize its profits in different conditions17. Graph 3 below is the reflection of graph 
2 and depicting the spatial move of the firm: 1) between zero point locations q and u. 
2) further to loss location from q to A and u to B.  
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In the following pages, some of the assumptions that were used to set up the 
foundations of the model will be released and the change in the optimal location of 
the firm will be shown. Then this change will be reflected on the Tiebout-model graph 
and firm’s reaction to these changes by spatial mobility will be analyzed. Such 
analysis will eventually reveal if Tiebout-model is applicable to firms or not.  
 
                                                        17  To author’s knowledge such graphical depiction has not been done in the previous study before. 
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Before graphical analyses it will be useful to mention assumptions and delineated 
arguments one more time to the reader to make the analysis clearer. 
 
4.3. Delineated arguments 
 
Only the discussions of a small manufacturing firm’s 18  relocation decision are 
depicted in the graphical analysis in the next part. 
 
Relocation, in this study, only means that the firm stops its some or all production 
activities (if small firm grows it may have more than activities, which forces it to 
relocate) and transfers it to another location. Firm cannot adapt to changes by neither 
changing combination of its inputs nor changing its production technology at the 
current location; neither reducing its capacity nor applying any other alternative 
solutions19. In the thesis relocation is used as the only adjustment tool for adapting to 
the changes in monetary profit levels. 
 
To make the foundations of my model simpler, I assume that firms move only for 
monetary reasons20. Monetary profit is the difference between firm’s revenue and 
total costs. The bigger the difference is, the higher is the profit. A firm can maximize 
its profit in two ways 1) by cost minimizing 2) by differentiation strategy. (Porter, 
1985) This thesis focuses only on the first one and neglects the discussions of second 
one. I assume that, the entrepreneur does not decide to move for family reasons, with 
altruistic intention nor for positive non-maximum profits but relocates only for 
maximum profits. Important notification to the reader is that the model in the thesis is 
not a probabilistic one. In the thesis, firm (or entrepreneur) behaves deterministically. 
He constantly monitors the profits levels of locations and if changes happen, he 




This thesis is not attempt to find a general equilibrium among firms or industry 
localization as some of the studies have done before, as referenced in the previous 
parts of the thesis. Delineation of general equilibrium discussions allows to me 
assume that the relocation of the firm to a new locality not having any effect on the 
cost structures of other firms or on the market price. There does not exist internal or 
external economies of scale within the firm itself or between firms in any locality. 
Thus, discussions of agglomeration economies are also inherently neglected.  
 
Tiebout-model is also used some scholars as foundation of regional policy studies to 
attract economic agents, as referenced in the previous parts of the thesis. Even though 
some discussions include governmental tools that change the optimal location for the 
firm, this thesis does not aim to give insights about governmental or administrational 
political studies. 
 
4.4.  Graphical analysis 
 
The main contribution of the master’s thesis comes with this analysis. Some of the 
assumptions that were mentioned above are relaxed in this part. With that, it is aimed 
to show to the reader how the cost structure and optimal location of the firm may 
change in time by different facts. In addition to that, the reflection of these changes is 
shown a Tiebout-model graph for the firm and firm’s adjustment to these changes by 
spatial mobility is analyzed.  
 
By these graphical analyze firm’s movement pattern in Tiebout-model is derived: 
Firm makes downward and rightward movements to sustain maximum utility level as 
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Graph 4a. Tiebout-model graph for firm: Introduction of any cost reduction 
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Initially The firm is located at the optimal location D. 
 
At locality F, where it was only possible to produce with losses before, some 
incentives (subsidy, tax abatement, energy cost discounts, etc) is introduced recently. 
With such incentives, total costs are now more lower than the firm’s current optimal 
location D. Firm’s optimal location is changed  to F now. According to Tiebout’s 
assumptions firm has to move to the new maximum profit location; however firm has 
to bear moving costs. Since the firm has full information, we have tassume that firm is 
able to calculate exactly how much it costs for him to move. If moving costs is lower 
than the of the subsidy benefit offered, the firm will decide to move.  
 
The reader can extend this depiction in his mind by applying different analogies. For 
example at some locations some new production technologies might be innovated and 
usage of new technology would only be beneficial to the firm when it moves to that 
location (for example, the example in literature review that American firms moving to 
Japan for miniaturization technology and Japanese firms moving to USA for more 
expertised biotechnology technology)  
 
As seen above, the firms moving pattern is to make a downwards move to attain 
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Graph 5a. Tiebout-model graph for firm: Introduction of any cost increasing 
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The firm is located at the minimum-cost location, D. Assume that location D attracted 
many firms with its advantageous conditionand and it exceeded the optimal number 
of firms. Government wants some firms to leave and introduces extra taxes or licence 
fees to the firm. The introduction of the higher tax rates, licence fees, strict 
environmental regulations may increase the cost levels of firms significantly. Such 
increase in the costs will change the firm’s optimal location from locality D to 
location G, because the current location D is not giving the lowest costs to the firm 
anymore. Morever, location D is not profitable anymore, it moved up to the left of 45-
degree zero profit lice. According to Tiebout hypothesis, the firm has to move to new 
minimum-cost location location G. However, firm has to calculate the moving costs. 
The firm will move to the location G  if moving costs are less than tax introduced. If 
moving costs worth more than the tax or licence fee, the firm will decide to stay still 
at locality D, even though it is not the maximum profit location.  
 
To move to the new maximum profit location, the fim has to make a move 
downwards to minimize its costs, because location D went upwards, especially to the 
left of 45-degree of zero profit line. If firm stays there it has to bear losses. As profit- 
maximizer, the firm will make a downwards move on Tiebout-model to operate at the 




Graph 6. The effect of cost increase on production and transportation technology 
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Graph 6a. Tiebout-model for graphs: Introduction of transportation costs 
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The firm is at the optimal location D. Assume an increase in transportation  costs, the 
zero-profit (break-even) line moved upwards. Such increase in the costs turned the 
location  u into a loss making locations. Now, the firm has new zero-profit locations q 
and t. Moreover, it now has less profit at location D now because its costs have 
increased. However, still location D is the maximum profit location for the firm, 
because only the spatial margins where firm can make profits has changed and firm’s 
minimum cost location point has not been changed. In this situation, firm will not 
change its location but it will have less profits. Thus, firm reacts to this change by not 
moving. 
 
In all situations given above and different conditions that the reader can come up with 
in his min the profit-maximizing, thus cost minimizing, firm’s movement pattern in 
Tiebout-model graph will be the same: The firm has to make moves downward  move 
to minimize its costs, therefore to maximize its profits. 
 
Until now, the revenue surface is hold to be constant. If the shape of the cost curve is 
assumed to be staying the same and revenue is assumed to get higher at some 
locations, these location will fall to the right side of the graph above (the righter the 
location, the higher the revenue level). Therefore firm has to make a rightwards move 
on the Tiebout-model graph to sustain the maximum profits for the firm. Thus, the 
general movement pattern of the firm in Tiebout-model can be concluded as: firm 
makes downward and rightward movements to sustain maximum utility level as a 





This thesis investigated the applicability of Tiebout-model to firms under the 
hypothesis of: Every time a positive difference occurs in the profit level (revenue-
costs) between firm’s current location and other locations, rather than applying other 
strategies, it will move to the new maximum profit location. 
 
The literature review revealed that the motivation for the firm to relocate is cost 
minimizing principle to maximize its profits. Determinants of firm relocation from 
different approaches converge relevantly on the aim of cost minimizing. This thesis 
used spatial margins to profitability model (Smith, 1966) and the idea of isodapanes 
(Weber, 1929) as intermediate tools to introduce different determinants of firm 
relocation and analyze firm’s spatial mobility pattern in Tiebout-model. The 
discussions of this thesis are based on theoretical insights that are derived from 
graphical analyses.  
 
This thesis concludes that the hypothesis only holds true under the restriction that firm 
is a profit-maximizer. Firm has to move downwards and/or rightwards from its 
current location to sustain maximum profits if a new maximum profit location arises 
in time. This is the same movement pattern of household in original Tiebout-model to 
sustain maximum utility. Another exact analogy is that firm and household cannot 
move to the left side of the 45-degree (zero-profit and zero utility) lines. Such 
condition makes both agents to locate at negative profits or negative utility. Thus, this 
thesis concludes that Tiebout-model is applicable to firm relocation under strict 
assumptions and restrictions. As original Tiebout-model, this thesis applies 
assumptions to use spatial mobility as sole tool to visually depict how firm adapts to 
changes in the change of its profit level. Non-existence of these assumptions will 
weaken the application of the Tiebout-model to firm. 
 
Besides that, firms have to consider the moving costs before it makes his move in 
Tiebout-model. The relocation process itself usually incurs very significant costs, 
comprising the cost of the real estate site search and acquisition, the dismantling, 
moving, and reconstruction of existing facilities, the construction of new facilities, 
and the hiring and training of new labor employed (Clark and Wrigley, 1997) In the 
presence of high relocation costs the firm will not move to a superior location even if 
the firm knows which alternative location offer higher profits. Firms will move only 
when the cost advantages of alternative location also compensate for these additional 
relocation costs. The relocation decision must smooth away difficulties involved in 
the existing facility and complications of physical transfer of production activities to a 
new location. On the other hand, where relocation costs are insignificant, the firm will 
be able to move to superior locations as a profit maximizing strategy. Moreover, if 
firm does not have perfect information, like in real life, it may not compute these 
costs finely and do not move very frequently. Rather, the firm will attempt to 
reorganize its factor allocations and activities between its current set of existing 
plants. The relocation of a plant, or the reorganization of multi-plant activities which 
involves either the closing or opening of a plant, will only be a last solution strategy 
(Clark and Wrigley, 1997).  
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If firm does not behave as a profit-maximizer, the graphical analysis of the thesis does 
not allow the firm to have a consistent moving downwards and/or rightwards pattern 
in Tiebout-model. The decision to relocate sometimes may be related with personal 
characteristics of the entrepreneur, such such as schooling of the kids, family issues 
tendency to move to closer but not so distant locations not to lose commercial or 
personal network (Hayter, 1997; Meester 2004). Such factors may result in the 
relocation of the firm to a sub-optimal profit location (Townroe, 1972). Thus firms 
may not move always downwards and/or leftwards if they behave sub-optimally. Sub-
optimal behavior may make firm move upwards and/or leftwards for having less but 
still positive profits.  
One of the important aspects to consider deciding to make the relocation move is not 
investigated in this study: Scholars also apply transaction cost economics to explain 
cost drivers of relocation (Farrell, 2005). Lower costs alone may not be enough in 
explaining the relocation motivation of the firm, as relocating to a longer distance 
increases transaction costs, which might offset savings. Transaction costs are 
increased by uncertainty involved in the relocation activities (Coase, 1937) Despite 
the fact that digitization has decreased transaction costs dramatically during the last 
two decades and it allowed gaining access to lower costs at long distance locations 
(Williamson, 1988), the reader should still bear in mind that transaction costs still 
significantly affect the relocation decision due to uncertainty involved (Chozora, 
Melkers and Kouassi, 2004). These might be called as invisible costs of relocating 
(Hill, 1990). For further research, a deeper investigation in transaction costs 
economics with respect to relocation decision will add more understanding of the 
firm’s mobility behavior. 
 
Another investigation that will give more insights on the firm’s spatial mobility would 
be the distance aspect of the firm. When richer empirical data related to firm 
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